DATA ANALYSIS MEETING
MEETING MINUTES
July 19 2018
1:30-3:00

Facilitator:
Meeting Attendees:
Time Convened:

Lee Nelson Weber
1:34

Time Adjourned:

Approval of Agenda
[Date]
Motion by:
Support from:
Discussion
Amendments
Add Veera’s handout and CE
Conclusion
Pay for Performance
Wende
Discussion
The CoC did qualify for the pay for performance bonus. With the cut of 19% of funding, it was
reflected across the board. How do we see the most effective services with the yearly funding cuts? If
this continues, it is something to think about. Measure 2 (veteran) data is still not accurate but Joe
from Mel Trotter is working on this issue and when Adrienne gets back from vacation, there will be
further dialogue. If the data is not cleaned up this year, it will create ripples for the upcoming years,
applications, funding.
Action Items
Person Responsible
Deadline
Coordinated Entry
[Presenter]
Discussion
Want to identify the volume in the specific queues. Nancy will take this back and get the data for
those items. Get data on prevention. Nancy emailed Heather to see if that’s possible.
Person Responsible
Deadline
Veera’s Handout
[Presenter]
Discussion
Looking at persons of color and families. There has been a dialogue that has been going around that
HUD/CoC is not making the strides toward POC families. However, from the data, it combats this
dialogue. Denny suggests thinking of the alternatives that housing commissions could offer families.
IE, they do not have to have HUD regulations. Rebecca would like all agencies to produce similar
reports like CR has done.
Person Responsible
Deadline
Housing Inventory Count Record
[Presenter]
Discussion
There may be missing projects (DV cases) on this report.
Person Responsible
Sierra reach out to all agencies and confirm these
numbers—also include the directions re: the HIC

Deadline
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1:30-3:00
Emily and Sierra to draft a calendar for Data Quality
SPARC Report
[Presenter]
Discussion
Person Responsible
Send out report with local context
Agency Updates
Discussion

Deadline

